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§l. SUBJECTOFTHEPAPER 
IN THIS paper we consider a rather special kind of C”-functions f: D*+R, namely, 
besides a certain normalized boundary behavior, we require that f has only simple 
singularities in the sense of Arnol’d[l], that all extrema are nondegenerate and that 
either (a) all level components of nonextremal singularities meet the boundary, in 
which case we call the function rigid, or (b) there is just one level component 
containing nonextremal singularities, and this one does not meet the boundary, in 
which case we call the function cyclic: 
(a) rigid (b) cyclic 
We shall study the symmetry properties of such functions in order to classify locally 
trivial families of them. (The term “symmetry” does not have a unique, standard 
technical meaning in mathematics. But in many situations it is sensible to understand 
by “a symmetry” of an object a compact Lie subgroup of its automorphism group. It 
is this sense in which we use the word here and in [7].) 
Before entering into details, I would like to explain what I am doing in general 
terms. Let X be some “fibre” (here D*), G some appropriate group of automorphisms 
of X (in our case a certain group of diffeomorphisms of D*), and finally let f be some 
“structure” on X, as in our case for instance a function. 
Each g E G will transform f into some other structure g*f, and we may consider 
families of such structures over a manifold M. Let us call such a family a locally 
trivial f-family, if M can be covered by open sets U on which the family is given as 
u+g(u)*f for some differentiable map g: U +G. Then the locally trivial f-families 
over M are in bijective correspondence with the differentiable maps M + G/H, where 
H is the subgroup of elements g E G leaving f invariant, and isotopy of families 
means homotopy of maps. Thus for a classification up to isotopy, G/H will be a 
“classifying space”, and the canonical family over it a “universal” f-family. 
To know about a space that it is a quotient G/H of possibly infinite dimensional 
groups is really very little. But, if these groups do have the following “Maximal 
Compact Subgroup Properties”: 
(i) any compact Lie subgroup is contained in a maximal compact Lie subgroup, of 
which 
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(ii) any two are conjugate and 
(iii) the quotient of the group by one of these maximal compact subgroups is 
contractible, 
and if we can determine such maximal compact Lie subgroups, then we know much 
more about our classification, because if we choose maximal compact subgroups 
Ho C H and Go C G with Ho C Go, then Go/& + G/H will be a homotopy equivalence 
and Go/Ho, which is now an honest homogeneous space of compact Lie groups, is a 
classifying space for locally trivial f-families. 
In particular, in our case (a), G will be the group 9,~ of diffeomorphisms being the 
identity in a neighborhood of the boundary, which has no nontrivial compact sub- 
groups, is in fact known to be contractible (Smale[l l]), and we shall show (see 53) 
that for a rigid function f the group H is also contractible and conclude (0 lo), that any 
locally trivial f-family is trivial. In case (b), we let G be the group 9 of diffeomor- 
phisms of Oz being a rotation in a neighborhood of the boundary, which is a 
semidirect product ‘& x ,S’ and has properties (i)-(iii) with S’ = N(2) as a maximal 
compact subgroup. We will prove (see 03) that for a cyclic function f the group H 
also has properties @-(iii) with a finite cyclic group ZlnZ = : Z, as maximal compact 
subgroup, and we obtain a “universal” f-family over the circle S’IZ,. ($10). 
I wish to thank Th. Briicker for useful comments. 
12. MOTIVATION 
These “rigid” and “cyclic” functions are so special, that I certainly ought to 
explain why I study them. 
There is an extensive literature about stable unfoldings of germs of P-functions, 
their classification has gone very far, and their interpretation as “local gradient 
models” in the framework of Thorns Catastrophe Theory is well known (see e.g. [2,4, 
6, 10, 13, 141 and references therein). But what do we know about global gradient 
models, i.e. stable families M X X -*R of functions X +R over a parameter manifold 
M? 
All basic knowledge about stable global families comes from Mathers work[8] on 
the stability of C” mappings, which in particular shows, that several important aspects 
in the study of global families are of purely local nature. In fact, stability itself is a 
local property with respect to the parameter manifold, as follows from its charac- 
terisation by a transversality condition (see e.g. Duistermaat[6], Theorem 2.1.5). 
Moreover, the essence of this condition is the stability of all singularity unfoldings 
which do occur in the family, the additional requirements being certain genericity 
provisions about the positions of these unfoldings relative to each other, if there are 
several degenerate singularities in the same fibre. 
But of course, there exist also truly nonlocal problems, just as the local triviality of 
fibre bundles does not render the theory of fibre bundles trivial. One of these 
problems is to understand the global behavior of bifurcation sets. 
The bifurcation set of a stable family is locally modelled on unions of transversally 
intersecting bifurcation sets of universal unfoldings of singularities. But not every set 
of this local appearance can be realized as the bifurcation set of a stable family. As a 
trivial but instructive example consider the “tear drop” in R*: 
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If X is compact, say, then a simple closed fold line B with an outward pointing 
cusp cannot be realized, because at a point p near (and inside) the cusp, there are 
three well defined singularities of f,: X +R, which are “involved in the cusp bifur- 
cation”, two of which must have the same type T. Following a circle S close to B, the 
singularities of type r define some n-fold covering over S, which cannot be trivial, for 
when we pass the cusp, the sheet involved in the fold bifurcation changes into a 
noninvolved sheet. But this is a contradiction, since the covering is defined in the 
whole region inside B, and S is nullhomotopic there. 
How can we obtain a systematic understanding of the global properties, by which 
the bifurcation sets of stable families are distinguished from other sets of the same 
local behavior? 
This is a very general way of asking. In concrete situations, one will usually know 
something about the fibre and about the functions occurring in the families, and hence 
more realistic questions will be of the kind: Which sets are realizable within a certain 
class of families? 
I have selected a class of families for my study, which I believe is small enough to 
be manageable, but large enough to contain interesting examples and to have some 
paradigmatic value in methods and results. The fibre X shall be the 2-dimensional disk 
D, the functions shall only have simple singularities in the sense of Arnol’d and 
satisfy a certain boundary condition (as in Definition 1 of 63). Dz is the topologically 
simplest 2-manifold, and the boundary condition has the effect of making 02 
“closed”, so that singularities can disappear only through true bifurcation and not by 
crossing the boundary and thus leaving the fibre, and more generally: interior 
“difficulties” caused for instance by braiding of the singularities, cannot be bulged 
over the boundary, the family must live with them, even if they require a new 
bifurcation somewhere-just as if the fibre actually were a closed manifold. 
So much about the individual functions of my families; now to the stability notion. 
I am going to use a somewhat more general notion of stability than the usual one, 
namely “b-stability” (“bifurcation stability”): a family is b-stable, if its bifurcation set 
is invariant (up to equivalence) under small perturbations of the family. The stable 
families in the usual sense form a subclass of the b-stable ones. In the local situation, 
at least for simple singularities, the two notions coincide. In the global one, the choice 
of the stability notion will depend on the purpose, for which families of functions are 
studied at all. Going back to Thorn’s original use of gradient models and his 
interpretation of the bifurcation set, b-stability appears as a reasonable notion. 
Technically it means to drop condition (2b) on p. 245 in [6]. The difference is best 
illustrated by the example of a family over an n-dimensional manifold M with only 
nondegenerate singularities: Such a family need not be stable, and certainly is 
unstable if there are more than n + 1 singularities in each fibre, because for each base 
point, the differentials of f with respect to M, taken at the singularities, would have to 
be affinely independent, because any affine relation between them would be preserved 
by coordinate transformations, but easily destroyed by small perturbations. But on the 
other hand, for a family with only nondegenerate singularities, the bifurcation set is 
empty and remains empty under small perturbations of the family, and thus for the 
bifurcation minded investigator the family is stable enough. 
With this description of the individual functions X + R and stability notion, I have 
defined the class of families I want to study. Let me now state the aim, which I want 
to achieve, with more precision. 
Types and numbers of singularities of the individual function f: Dz + R define what 
I call the “constellation” C(J) of the function. Those constellations C’ which must 
occur in any b-stable family in which C occurs, are called subordinate to C, written 
C’ 5 C, and this relation defines a partial ordering of the set of possible constellations. 
If a set of constellations with each element contains all subordinate ones, we call it 
complete. The constellation sets of b-stable families are complete. 
Let SI be a finite, complete constellation set. A b-stable family shall be called a 
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X-family, if its constellation set is contained in X. My aim is to construct universal 
3C-families. Roughly, a ‘X-family F over M is universal, if any other X-family over any 
manifold N can be obtained (up to a suitable isomorphism (“isotopy”)) as the induced 
family cp*F for an essentially unique map cp: N+M, which is transversal to the 
bifurcation set B of E In particular, the pair (M, B) is then “classifying” for 
bifurication sets of X-families: A subset A C N of a manifold N will be realizable as 
the bifurcation set of a X-family over N if and only if there exists a ~0: N +M 
transversal to B with (p-‘(B)=A. In this sense, (it& B) carries all information about the 
global properties of bifurcation sets of X-families, and this is why I want to construct 
universal X-families. 
Let me illustrate this by a conjectural example. Let 3C be the constellation set 
generated by the cusp x4 - y’. It consists of the four constellations: 
CZ: cusp alone (codimension 2), Cr: fold and saddle (codimension 11, CO: maximum 
and two saddles (codimension 0), C6: saddle alone .(codimansion 01, and I intend to 
show (though not in the present paper), that there is a universal X.-family over the 
open 3-disc @ with the sketched little mushroom as bifurcation set, the inner 
3-dimensional stratum corresponding to C& the outer to Co. 
For the construction of universal X-families, I have developed the following 
scheme. 
I proceed by induction on the number of constellations in SC. To do this, one must 
not only study b-stable families, but also families of constant constellation C. Such a 
C-family will of course not be b-stable (unless C is of codimension zero, i.e. consists 
of nondegenerate singularities only), but we may ask analogously for universal 
C-families. Assume, for the moment, we could solve this problem. Let then C be a 
maximal element in X and Fc a universal C-family. By induction hypothesis, there is 
a universal WC-family &c. How can we combine Fc and Fwc to construct a 
universal X-family? To see this, one must understand how, in a X-family A, the 
C-family AC over the C-stratum of A is embedded in the whole family. This leads to 
the study of b-stable unfoldings of C-families: A b-stable unfolding of a C-family over N 
is represented by a b-stable family over a neighborhood of the zero section of a vector 
bundle E over N, which at the zero section itself is the given C-family. The construction 
of the universal X-family rests then on a uniqueness and existence theorem for b-stable 
unfoldings of C-families. In this way, one reduces the “X-problem” to the C-problem”. 
So how to solve the C-problem? Now we must have a closer look at the individual 
C-function. The constellation only specifies the singularities, but not the situation of 
the critical levels relative to each other. One must formalize the notion of the 
“level-situation” of a C-function. I cannot go into details now; suffice it to give an 
example and say that the constellation C0 has nine different level-situations 
L, * * . ,L9 indicated by the critical level components of representatives as follows 
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where the arrows show the subordination relations. 
By an inductive process quite similar to the one above, we can then reduce the 
C-problem to the “L-problem”, i.e. to the problem of constructing a universal family 
for families of constant level-situation L. 
As intuition suggests and the present paper essentially shows: If the level-situation 
L is rigid, then all L-families are trivial. Responsible for the nontriviality of L-families 
are the “free components” of the level-situation, namely those critical level com- 
ponents, which are not Morse-extrema and do not meet the boundary aD*. The 
construction of universal L-families will be done by an induction on the number of 
free components. The rigid case (no free level components) serves as start of the 
induction, and the cyclic case (just one free component) is in the main point of the 
inductive step. 
This is my motivation for studying rigid and cyclic functions in this paper. 
93. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
I will now formally introduce the “rigid” and “cyclic” functions mentioned in the 
introduction and state the main results of this paper. 
Definition 1. A P-function on the unit disk DC C shall be called normal with 
Hopf index 111, if on some neighborhood of the boundary it is given by z + Re (z’-“) if 
m# 1 resp. z+ff if m = 1. 
Note. Not only in this paper, but in the whole study outlined in 02, we shall always 
restrict ourselves to the case of normal functions with Hopf index I 1. For these, all level 
curves of points in the interior of the disk are transversal to the boundary. 
msl ln>l 
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The reason for this restriction is purely technical. Without requiring other methods, a 
treatment of m > 1 would be longer and would contain more case by case considerations. 
Definition 2. Let f be a normal function with Hopf index 5 1, let all its sin- 
gularities be simple in the sense of Arnol’d[l] and all its local extrema be non- 
degenerate. Such a function is called rigid, if all level components of nonextremal 
singularities intersect the boundary JD’, and it is called cyclic, if there is exactly one 
level component containing nonextremal singularities, and this one does not meet the 
boundary. 
I will treat rigid and cyclic functions parallel but separately in a case by case 
manner. The following unified notation however will sometimes help to abbreviate 
formulations: 
Notation. Let f be rigid or cyclic. ‘3, denotes the group of diffeomorphisms of D2, 
leaving f invariant and being the identity (in the rigid) resp. a rotation (in the cyclic 
case) in some neighborhood of the boundary. Let 2, denote the set of singularities of f 
and Pr C Aut (2,) the group of those permutations of Z:,, which can be realized by 
elements of 3+. Finally, let %, C 9f denote the subgroup of those diffeomorphisms, 
which leave all singularities fixed, so that we have the exact sequence 1 + %, + 9, + 
&+I. 
Our problem, roughly, is the maximal compact subgroup problem of sd/. Two easy 
observations can be made beforehand: 
PROPOSITION 1. If f is rigid, then 91~ has no riontriuial finite subgroup. 
Proof. Such a subgroup would act trivially on a neighborhood of the boundary of 
D’, hence the fixed point set would have a component which is a 0-codimensional 
closed submanifold of LY, hence LY itself. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let f be cyclic, G a compact Lie group, acting differentiably and 
effectively on Oz by a homomorphism G + C$. Then the composed homomorphism 
G + 9, + P/ is injectiue. 
Proof. Otherwise, the kernel of G +Pr would contain an element gf 1 of prime 
order p. By the definition of 9$, g must be a rotation in a neighborhood of aD2, and, 
by the same argument as above, a nontrivial rotation. Thus the fixed point set X of g 
does not meet the boundary, and hence it is a disjoint union of closed submanifolds of 
8’. On the other hand, by the classical theory of Smith[l2] about the homology 
of fixed point sets of periodic transformations, X must be Z,-acyclic, and hence in 
our case consist of just one point. But C/ C X, and there are at least two singularities, 
namely a minimum and a nonextremal singularity, which gives a contradiction, 
Q.E.D. 
In particular, the maximal compact subgroup problem reduces to the contrac- 
tibility question in the rigid and to the “maximal finite subgroup problem” in the cyclic 
case. 
After these preparations, I will now state the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. (Symmetry group): Pf is trivial for a rigid and finite cyclic for a cyclic 
function. 
We shall speak of a cyclic function as being cyclic of order n, if P, is of order n. 
This order may be 1. 
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Definition. A map Q of a differentiable manifold X into 9 shall be called 
differentiable, if it defines a diffeomorphism of X x Dz over X such that there is a 
neighborhood of X x alI2 in X x D2, on which each Q(P), p E X is a rotation. 
THEOREM 2. (Contractibility): %+ is contractible in the sense that if M is a manifold 
with boundary, then any differentiable map aM + Fe, can be extended to a differentiable 
map M-+(e,. 
THEOREM 3. (Existence): The sequence l--) %‘,e,-, 9, + Pf + 1 splits: P, is the 
(isomorphic) image of a finite subgroup of Bfi 
THEOREM 4. (Uniqueness): If two elements of finite order in 9, do have the same 
image in P,, then they are conjugate by an element of %f. 
THEOREM 5. (Linearization): If f is cyclic of order n, then there is a diffeomorphism 
of D2, being the identity in a neighborhood of the boundary, which transforms f into a 
function invariant under Z, C SO(2). 
We will also check (§9), that the uniqueness theorem 4 implies the following 
uniqueness theorem for linearized cyclic functions: 
COROLLARY. If f and f’ are cyclic of order n, invariant under Z, C SO(2), and if 
there exists a diffeomorphism Q: D2+ 02 with identity germ at ap which transforms f 
into f’, then there also exists a Z,-equivariant such Q. 
Obviously, Theorems 1-4 together with propositions 1, 2 in particular solve the 
“maximal compact subgroup problem” for 9,. The theorems will be proved in 84-09 
and applied to the classification of f-families in 5 10 (Theorem 6). 
14. IMPLANTATION 
This section is devoted to a technical lemma, the purpose of which I can describe 
as follows: Let Ho be a diffeomorphism of D2 onto itself, with a fixed point at, say, the 
origin. Let be 0 <E C 1 and h: [0, l] X ED’ +R2 be an isotopy of h,,: = H0)eD2, which 
keeps the origin fixed. Then we look for an isotopy H: [0, l] x D2+fl of HO, such 
that for some E’ > 0 and each t the map &: D+ P is a diffeomorphism with 
H,(x) = Ho(x) for (x/z (2/3)~ and E&(x) = h,(x) for Ix]< E’. Moreover, we want to be 
able to do this simultaneously for a whole C” family of such data Ho, E and h. 
The possibility to find such an H follows for instance from the theorem of Cerf [5] 
and Palais[9] on the local triviality of the restriction map for embeddings. 
However, for our purposes we need to know more precisely what H, is doing for 
E’ < (xl< (2/3)e, and thus I will use a more specific and ad hoc construction of H, 
namely as 
for Ix/z E 
for Ix/< E, 
where y: [O, E] + R is an auxiliary C” function of the type: 
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This procedure shall be called “implantation” of h into Ho. Its particular ad- 
vantage is the following: If a function on D2 (or on D2 x M, if we deal with families) is 
invariant under Ho and under each h,, then it is also invariant, obviously, under each 
R. 
Now to the details of the construction. 
We first choose, once and for all, a P-function of two variables, denoted 
A: 0,; x[o,q+[o, l] 
( > 
with the following properties: (i) As(r) = 1 for 0 5 r 5 8; (ii) As(r) = 0 for 1 + 6 5 r; (iii) 
(A;i(r)J 5 [ ll(r( log 2801 for all r > 0. 







(The drawing may serve as a proof that this is possible.) 
Next let E > 0 and h: [0, 11 x ED +R” an isotopy of the disk of radius E in R” (i.e. 
h is C” and each h,:eD” +R” is an embedding), which keeps the origin fixed: 
h(t, 0) = 0 for all t. 
Let d&t and d,h denote the partial differentials with respect to the first and second 
variable. The linear map d,h(t, x): R” +R” is invertible for each (t, x), and d,h(t, 0)=0 
for all t. Thus 
(t, x)+ ((d,h(t, x>>-‘1 y 
is bounded on [0, l] x ED”. 
Keeping this in mind, we can now formulate the Implantation Lemma. 
IMPLANTATION LEMMA. Let E > 0 and h: [O, 11 X ED” +R” be as above. If 6 E 
(0, (l/4)) satisfies the condition 
(*) 
for all (t, x), then 
J(d,h(t, x))-‘1 w 5 51 log 281 
X 
cp: O’+R”,sz+h(Aa (y),“) 
also defines an embedding. 
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Proof. Introducing some notations, we write the differential dq+ of cp at the point x 
as 
u w A 
so that we have defined R”- R “-R” and A: R” +R” for each x. To show that 
dq+ = u 0 o + A is invertible, it suffices to show IA-’ 0 u 0 WI < 1. By (*) we know 
IA-‘llul ‘(l/2) (x1( log2S1, and by our choice of A, we have 
and hence JA-‘ovowl((A-‘JJvJlol~(1/2). Thus we know that q:eD”+R” is an 
immersion. 
But now we can finish the proof without further calculations by a general 
argument: If an embedding and an immersion of D” into R” coincide on (a neighbor- 
hood of) the boundary, then the immersion must also be an embedding. This is trivial 
for n = 1, where every immersion of an interval1 into R is an embedding. To see it for 
n > 1, think of R” as of S”\m and of D” as the hemisphere opposite m. Clearly we can 
extend the embedding and hence the immersion to an immersion S” + S”. But for 
n > 1, every immersion S” + S” is an embedding. 
Q.E.D. 
To apply the Implantation Lemma to the original problem, let Ho: P+ 02 and E, h 
be given as above. If S E (0, (l/4)) satisfies the implantation condition (*) for h, then 
also for the isotopy hcS) given by h,? = h,,, for each 0 I s I 1. Thus if we let 
E’: = (ES/~) and 
y(r): =A6 y ( > 
be our auxiliary function, then the implantation works. Moreover, if H,,, l and h 
depend differentiably on some further parameter p varying in a manifold M, we only 
have to choose a differentiable S: M+ (0, (l/4)) such that the condition (*) of the 
implantation lemma is satisfied everywhere, which is certainly possible, and then the 
same formula 
Htk P): = Ho& P) 
for 1x12 E(P) 
hty(lxl,& PI for Id< E(P) 
defines a global implantation of h into HO, which for 1x1~ (2/3)e does not depend on t. 
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We will now prove Theorem 1. To this end, we will introduce a certain finite 
2-dimensional CW-complex X, C D*, given in a natural way by the function f, which 
will also be useful in later sections. 
For the whole OS we shall assume that f has at least one nonextremal singularity. 
Since the Hopf index is I 1, this assumption only excludes the case where f has just 
one singularity, which must be an extremum. Theorem 1 is trivial in this case anyway, 
and we find it more convenient for technical reasons, not to define X, for such 
functions. To define X,, I first introduce the 0- and l-skeletons: 
1st case: f cyclic. Let X0 denote the set of nonextremal singularities of f. By 
assumption, they are all on a common level component, which shall be called X’. 
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2nd case: f rigid. Writing now Y” for the set of nonextremal singularities of f and 
Y’ for the union of their level components, we define X0: = Y” U (Y’ fl0) and 
x’: = Y’ u aoZ. 
Since we know the boundary behavior of f and since all singularities of f are 
simple, we can easily inspect the local behavior of X1 at X0, and we observe that in 
the cyclic as well as in the rigid case X0 and X’ are the skeletons of a finite 
l-dimensional CW-complex. 
Continuing in the definition of X,, we find it convenient for a while to think of D* 
as of the southern hemisphere of S2. Then by Alexander duality, S*\X’ has only 
finitely many components, which, since X’ is connected, have no l-dimensional 
homology and are therefore simply connected and hence are 2-cells. To see that 
(X0,X’, S2) are the skeletons of a CW-complex, we have to show that there are 
characteristic maps for the 2-cells. Such characteristic maps can be obtained for 
instance by using a classical result (Caratheodory 1913) on the boundary behavior of 
conformal mappings. (See, e.g. Satz[41] in Behnke-Sommer[31, p. 364: If e is one of 
our 2-cells, then we apply the theorem to 65: = a*, a*: = e, and get the characteristic 
mapping as Dz=@+%+@*+%*+Z). 
Having thus established a CW decomposition of S2, we now define our CW- 
complex X, as 
Xf : = S*\e,, 
where e, denotes the 2-cell containing the north pole 03 E S2. 
Note that X, C p and, although it may not be homeomorphic to D* (“figure eight” 
as the simplest example), it is homotopy equivalent to S2\m and hence contractible. If 
f is rigid, then of course X, = 02. 
9, acts as a group of cellular homeomorphisms on X,. Before looking closer at this 
action, I want to show what it has to do with our intended determination of P,, by 
examining the relation between the 2-tells and the extrema of f: 
Let me call a cell of X, a boundary cell or an interior cell, depending on whether 
its closure meets ati or not. Note that for a cyclic f, all cells are interior cells. 
PROPOSITION 1. All extremal singularities off are in the interior 2-cells of X,, and 
exactly one in each. 
Proof. Let us first show, that all boundary 2cells consist of regular points of f. So 
let f be rigid, and e be a boundary 2-cell of X, We divide the set of regular points in e 
into two disjoint subsets A and B, according to whether the level component of such a 
point meets the boundary a@ or not. I claim that both A and B are open. To see this, 
first note that such a level component must be regular (i.e. consist of regular points), 
otherwise it would belong to X’. Thus the component either is an embedded interval 
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I C D*, intersecting ao2 transversally at the end points (case A), or an embedded 
l-sphere S C e (case B). In either case, regularity implies that neighboring points have 
the same property, and hence A and B are open. Since the set of regular points in e 
must be connected, and since A# 0 for a boundary cell, we have B = 0, which 
obviously implies the nonexistence of extrema in e. 
Let now f be rigid or cyclic and e be an interior cell. Let x: @+ e U X’ be a 
characteristic map and fe: = f 0 x. Since f is locally constant on X’, fC must be locally 
constant and hence constant on dD* and therefore have at least one extremum in fi*, 
so that f has at least one extremum z. in e. To show that it is the only one, divide the 
set of regular points in e into disjoint subsets A and B, according to whether the level 
component (now an embedded circle) contains zo in its interior region or not. Then as 
above, A and B are open and hence B = 0, which excludes the possibility of another 
extremum in e. 
It remains to show that for a cyclic function no extremal singularity is in D2\Xf. To 
see this, simply extend f to a function f: S* +R having exactly one singularity more 
than f, namely a nondegenerate maximum at 00. Then the above argument shows that 
03 is the only extremum of r in e,, and in particular there is none in D’\X,, 
Q.E.D. 
Now we consider the action of 91, on the set of cells of X,. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Q be an element of ?&. If not all cells of X, are invariant under Q, 
then there is exactly one invariant cell, and this one is a 0- or 2-cell. 
Proof. If Q preserves a cell, then also its orientations. For 2-cells this is because Q 
is orientation preserving on p, for l-cells because Q furthermore must respect the 
normal orientation of the l-cell given by the gradient of f. Thus if ao, al, a2 aare the 
numbers of 0-, l- and 2-cells invariant under Q, then A(Q) = a0 - al + a2 is the Lefschetz 
number of Q, which of course must be 1, and so there is at least one invariant 0- or 2-cell. 
Now assume that there is one further invariant cell. Then a1 L 1, and we must have an 
invariant l-cell. Then all l-cells having a common boundary point with the invariant l-cell 
would have to be invariant themselves, and thus by the connectedness of X’, all l-cells 
and then of course also all 0- and 2-cells would have to be invariant. 
Q.E.D. 
Propositions 1 and 2 together imply Theorem 1 for the case of a rigid function, 
because here all cells on JO* remain invariant, hence all cells of X,, in particular the 
O-cells, among which are the nonextremal singularities, and the 2cells, and thus by 
proposition 1 the extremal singularities. 
So for the rest of the proof of Theorem 1, let f be cyclic. A l-cell of X, shall be 
called a bounding cell, if it belongs to the closure of e,. Let the bounding cells be 
“positively” oriented, i.e. such that the gradient off followed by the orientation of the 
l-cell gives the positive orientation of R*. 
Inspecting the nonextremal simple singularities, we observe that if we orient the 
branches of the critical level (i.e. the components of T)-‘(O) rl D,(O)\0 for small enough 
E and suitable representative 7 of the singularity) in this same fashion, then to each 
inwardly oriented branch there is a unique outwardly oriented “neighbor”, which 
belongs to the closure of the same component of (x(0 < 1x1~ l, q(x) > 0): 
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Therefore, if a bounding l-cell a ends at the nonextremal singularity- at zo, then 
there is a unique bounding l-cell b starting there, such that its beginning is the local 
“neighbor” of the end of a. Let us call b the “follower” of a. 
e, 
Now choose bounding l-cells bl, . . . ,b,,,, such that bi+l is the follower of bi (indices 
mod m). cp E iBf must map bounding cells onto bounding cells, preserving orientation and 
the follower relation. Thus 9, acts as a group of cyclic permutations on (b,, . . . . , b,). 
This defines a homomorphism 9, + Z,. By propositions 1 and 2, this homomorphism 
factors over P, and the homomorphism Pf-+Z, is injective, and hence Pr is cyclic. 
Q.E.D. 
§6. CONTRACTIBILITY 
In this section we prove Theorem 2. So let f be rigid or cyclic, M a manifold with 
boundary and cp: JM+ V+ differentiable. We have to show that cp can be extended to a 
differentiable map M --, Fe,. 
We call a differentiable map x: JM X 10, 114 %‘f an isotopy in V$ between 
x0 and xl. If cp and IJ are isotopic in %,, then cp is extendable to M if and only if $ is, 
and so we will stepwise “improve” cp by isotopies, until after the last step we see that 
cp is isotopic in %, to the constant map &f + 1 E %$, and then Theorem 2 is proved. 
One would expect that it suffices to prove such a contractibility assertion for the 
case where it4 is a disk. To be so specific about M would not simplify the proof so 
much, but I should like to restrict myself to the case where A4 is compact: just for 
convenience. The general case then follows: 
Assume we had proved Theorem 2 for compact manifolds. Let M be noncompact, 
and without loss of generality of the form X x [0, 11, with X unbounded. Choose a 
C”-function p: X +R+, which is proper and for which the positive integers are regular 
values. Now apply the compact version of the theorem first to the p-‘(n) x [O, I] and 
then to the “compartments” p-‘([n, n + 11) x [0, 11, taking some routine care at the 
corners. Then the map X x [0, l] --* V$ given by these partial solutions together may not 
be differentiable at the p-‘(n) X [0, 11, but again some routine adjustment, using tubular 
neighborhoods of the p-‘(n) in X, will solve the problem. 
Thus we may suppose now that M is compact. 
1st step. Here we will use the contractibility theorem of [7] to improve each po,, 
p E dh4, near the singularities off. Let f have a singularity at z E D’, and let 77 E m(2) 
be obtained by translation from the germ off at z. Then cp defines a differentiable map 
cpz: JM += Y,,’ (see 92 and 98 of [7]). Let G,’ be a maximal compact subgroup of 55,‘. 
Then Y,,‘/G,’ is contractible, and there is a “differentiable” section 9?,,‘/G,+ A 3,,’ 
(see [7], §7), defining a “differentiable” bijection ZV’ = G,’ X (Z,+IG,+). By lifting a 
homotopy between Go: aM --f A?,,+/G,,+ and the constant map JM + 1 . G,’ E X,+/G,,+, 
we obtain a local isotopy in Y,,+ between qr and some differentiable map 9: c?M + G,‘. 
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By the implantation lemma (94), we may implant this local isotopy into Q within an 
arbitrarily small neighborhood of z, and hence we can do this simultaneously for all 
singularities of f, obtaining an isotopy in VZe, between Q and some 1+5 with &: c?M + G,’ 
for all singularities of f. 
Before going on to the next step, let us have a closer look on what we have 
achieved. Inspecting once again the nonextremal simple singularities individually (see 
[7], PS), we observe that their symmetry groups G,’ are finite, and that the unit 
element is the only one in G,‘, under which the branches of the critical levels are 
invariant. Since each 4(p): 02+ 02, as any element of %,, keeps all singularities of f 
fixed, the l-cells of X, must also be invariant under $(p) (see 95), and thus it follows 
that each I,@) is in fact the identity locally at each nonextremal singularity. 
Furthermore we see: If f at an extremal singularity is in normal form (i.e. 
17 = ? (x2 + y’)), th en SO(2) C Y,,+ is maximal compact, and hence each 1,5(p) locally at 
z given by the rotation &(p) E SO(2). 
So up to isotopy in (e,, we may assume that Q itself has this normalized behavior at 
the singularities of f. Note, however, that these are assumptions about the germs of 
the individual diffeomorphisms Q(P): II* -*II* at the singular set. To find neighbor- 
hoods of the singularities on which Q is uniformly (independently of p) normalized in 
the above sense, requires a further improvement by some isotopy in %,, and this is the 
purpose of the next step. 
2nd step. We formulate our problem in general terms as follows: Let n: R” +R be 
a representative of a finitely determined singularity in m(n), let X be closed manifold 
and Q, +b local diffeomorphisms of X x R” at X x 0 over X, under which 7) is invariant. 
Assume that for each p E X, the local diffeomorphisms Q(P) and I&) have the same 
germ at 0. Question: Does there exist a neighborhood of X x 0 in X x R” and an 
isotopy h over X between Q and 4 on this neighborhood, such that n is invariant 
under each h,? 
The answer is yes, and to prove this we use the lemma in 03 of [7] as follows. We 
first set up a very crude local isotopy x between Q and $, namely the straight 
homotopy x,: = (1 - t)Q + t+ Then there might be no neighborhood of x x 0 on which 
7) 0 x,,~ = n for all (p, t) E X X [O, 11. 
But comparing the function germs at X x [0, 11 x 0 on X x [0, l] x R”, given by (p, t, 
v)wq(u) and @, t, u+~(x,,~(u)) respectively, we see that we can apply the lemma in 
03 [7] to them, and we obtain a germ @ (called Q in 171) at X x [0, l] x 0 of a local 
diffeomorphism of X x [0, l] x R” over X X [0, l] transforming the one into the other 
and such that @ is the identity germ on X X (0, 1) X R” (and with differential 1 and 0 in 
each fibre). Now replace the “crude” local isotopy x by the “fine” one f, with 
X&P = X&P 0 step. Then we have a local isotopy between Q and I& such that 7) is invariant 
under its germ at X x [0, l] x 0, and then it has a representative h on some neighbor- 
hood of X x [0, l] x 0, which we may assume to be of the form X x [0, l] x U, such 
that 7 is invariant under each ht, 
Q.E.D. 
Applying this, using the implantation lemma, to our particular problem of “im- 
proving” Q: 6’M --) %$, we can now conclude: Up to isotopy in %$, we may suppose Q 
to have the following property: Each nonextremal singularity off has a neighborhood, 
on which each QO@) is the identity, and each extremal singularity in normal form has a 
neighborhood, in which each Q(P) is given by a rotation. 
3rd step. In this step we only consider functions f that have at least one 
nonextremal singularity. Let again X’ be the l-skeleton of X, (see 95). We want to 
show: Up to isotopy of Q in %,, we may assume that there is a neighborhood of X’ in 
p on which each Q@) is the identity. 
If f. is rigid, then by definition of the differentiability of Q (see §3), there is a 
neighborhood of CYD* on which each Q(P) is the identity. Thus we only have to take 
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care of the l-cells on level components, and if we look at such a l-cell We see that we 
can reformulate the problem, which we set to ourselves in this 3rd step, as follows: 
Given a diffeomorphism Q of CM X [-1, I] X*[O, l] over aA x [-1, l] which is the 
identity on CM X [-1, l] X ([0, E] U [I--E, 11) for some E > 0, then we have to find an 
isotopy @,, 05 r I 1, over aA x [-1, l] with a0 = Q, such that there is some S > 0 
with: @ is constant on aA x ([- 1, - I+ S] U [ 1 - 6, I]) x ([0, E] U [ I- E, E]), and @, is the 
identity on 8A4 x [-S, S] x [0, 11. 
But such a Q, can easily be written down; if Q is given by Q@, s, t) = (P, s, Q&, s, 
Oh we simply put WP, S, 0: = (p, S, (1 - v(s))Q~(P, S, t) + v(sPh where Y: [--All + 
[0, 11 is an auxiliary function of the following type. 
4th step. In this step we treat the functions which we excluded in the previous one: 
rigid with just one singularity, namely a nondegenerate minimum. Clearly, if (Y: 
o? + 02 is a diffeomorphism with identity germ at 80’ and Theoren 2 is true for f 0 (Y, 
then it follows for f. So we certainly may assume that the minimum of f is at 0, and 
for other but just as trivial reasons we may suppose f(0) = 0. 
Furthermore, there is a local diffeotopy /3 at 0 terminating in a local diffeomor- 
phism /3i transforming f into its standard form x2+ y*. This can be seen as follows: 
First choose a local diffeomorphism hi with differential 1 at 0, which transforms f 
locally at 0 into its own 2-jet (see, e.g. [7], 83, p. 7). Then h,: = (1 - t)ld + th, defines a 
local diffeotopy carrying f into a positive definite quadratic form with matrix A, say. 
Let A-“’ be the positive definite symmetric inverse square root of A. Then (I- t)ld + 
tA-“* defines a second local diffeotopy, which carries (A& 5) into (AA-“*& A-“*() = 
(6, c), and putting both diffeotopies properly together, we get j3 as we wanted. 
Implanting /3 into identity on D*, we obtain a diffeomorphism a normalizing f at 0, 
and hence we may and will now assume that f is of the form x2+ yz in some 
neighborhood of 0. 
Now let u denote the normalized gradient of f, i.e. V: = grad f//grad f/‘, which is a 
vector field on D*\O with df(u) = 1. Let y be the maximal flow line of u which at time 
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t = 1 is at the point (1,O) E 02. This is an embedding y: (0, 11 + D’, with f(r(t)) = t, 
crossing each level of f orthogonally and exactly once. 
We define a diffeomorphism (Y: P-* LY as follows. For each r E (0, 11, let 4’,: 
[0, l)+D* denote the unique injective constant speed parameterization of the level 
with value rz with respect to the natural orientation of the level, which starts and ends 
at y(3). Then we put a(r eztie): = [Jo), for r E (0, l] and 8 E [0, 1). 
In this way we get a diffeomorphism IY\O+ P\O, which close to the boundary is 
the identity and close to zero is a rotation, and which therefore becomes a diffeomor- 
phism of 02 onto istelf by putting a(0) = 0. (This is the technical advantage of 
proceeding as we did instead of sweeping LY\O by the image of the boundary under 
the flow, as one usually does in Morse theory). 
But now f 9 (u(z) = ]z/‘, which means that we may in fact asssme that f is of this 
standard form. 
So much for f. Turning to cp: &V-P ‘G;, we recall from step 2 that we may assume 
that there is a neighborhood of 0 in D* on which cp is given by a map a&f-, SO(2). 
Now we use again polar coordinates, z = r e*““, to think of oZ\O as of (0, l] x 
(R/Z). Then Q can be lifted to a Z-equivariant diffeomorphism 6 of 8A4 X (0, l] x R 
over aM x (0, 11, which for some E > 0 is the identity over 8M x [l - E, l] and is a 
translation (p, r, 19)+(p, r, 8 + t&(p)) over 8M x (0, E], where &,: aM+R is some 
differentiable function. Therefore straight homotopy in the fibre R between 4 and the 
identity defines an equivariant diffeotopy h’ of aA X (0, l] x R over aM x (0, l] with 
each k, having these properties, thus defining an isotopy h in ‘&f between Q and the 
constant map aM + 1 E ‘G;, and thus Theorem 2 is proved for these particular 
functions. 
5th and last step. Let again f have at least one nonextremal singularity, and let 
there be a neighborhood of the l-skeleton Xi, on which each Q(P) is the identity. We 
are now going to improve Q on the 2-cells and on P\Xr. Let e be a 2-cell. 
1st case. e is a boundary cell. We define a diffeomorphism a : (a, b) x (0,l) + e as 
follows. Choose an open arc A C ap, contained in z, such that f/A: A+R is an 
embedding, and let A be maximal with these properties. Such an A certainly exists, as 
our knowledge of the boundary behavior of f tells us. Let the interval (a, b) be the 
image f(A) C R, let y: (a, b) + A denote the inverse map, and for s E (a, b), let &: 
10, I]+ E be the constant speed parameterization of the level component starting at 
y(s). Then we define cr(s, t): = 8,(t) 
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Certainly a is an injective immersion; a connectivity argument as in the proof of 
Proposition 1 in 85 shows that it must be surjective, and hence it is a diffeomorphism 
(a, b) x (0, l)+ e. Without discussing the question whether it can be extended to a 
characteristic map [a, b] x [0, l]+d for e, we see that p --,a-’ 0 cp(p)/e 0 (Y defines a 
diffeomorphism of 8M x (a, b) x (0,l) over &%f x (a, b), which is the identity outside 
some compact set, and thus straight homotopy within the fibre (0,l) defines an isotopy 
over aM x (a, b) between this diffeomorphism and the identity, which is constant 
outside a compact set. Planting this isotopy back into cp via cr, we obtain an isotopy 
in ‘u,, being constant outside a compact subset of c?M x e, between cp and some I/J: 
8M + U; which is the identity on e. 
2nd case. e is an interior cell. Let U be the neighborhood of X’ on which cp is the 
identity. First I claim that there is a regular level component S of f contained in 
U fl e, bounding a disk AC e with e\A C U. To see this, first note that f is locally 
constant on X’, hence constant on E\e. Let c be its value there. By proposition 1 of 
OS, there is exactly one extremum of f in e, a minimum, say. Then in particular 
f(z) < c for all z E e. Hence the maximal value c’ of f on the compact set e\U must 
be smaller than c, and thus any level components of points in e with value c” between 
c and c’ must stay in U. If S is such a regular level component, bounding the disk 
AC e, then f(z) I c”implies z E A, and hence e\A C U, and we found S as claimed. 
Without loss of generality, we may now assume c” = 1. Then we can find a 
diffeomorphism a: D* +A such that f 0 a has the normal boundary behavior and 
therefore is a rigid function with the minimum as the only singularity. Applying the 
4th step to c?M + Zfe,.,, p + CY-’ 0 ++)/A 0 (Y, we obtain an isotopy in (e,,,, which via (Y 
defines the desired isotopy of Q in Ce,, which makes the map aM + %Tf the identity on 
the 2-cell e. 
Proceeding simultaneously for all 2-cells, we arrive at a map I& 8M += 59, which 
acts as the identity on a neighborhood of the whole CW-complex X, C D*. 
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Therefore, to finish the 5th and last step it only remains to take care of o’\X, in 
the cyclic case. Here we proceed analogously to the case of an interior cell: We first 
find a level component S sufficiently close to the boundary of e,, then, as in the 4th 
step, we use an integral curve of the normalized gradient and arc length on the levels 
to establish a diffeomorphism (Y of the region A C P, which is bounded by S and c?D, 
to an annulus B = {z(ro 5 [z/I l}, cy being the identity in a neighborhood of the outer 
boundary and transforming f/A into the function /z12 on B. 
Then Q, with respect to (Y, defines a diffeomorphism of &U X B over aM leaving 
invariant Irl’ and being the identity in a neighborhood of the inner and fibrewise a 
rotation in a neighborhood of the outer boundary, which we treat just as we did with Q 
at the end of the 4th step, thus completing the 5th step and the proof of Theorem 2. 
87. EXISTENCE 
The remaining Theorems 3-5 are trivial for rigid functions, and so in 67-09 we let f 
be cyclic of order n. In the present section, we prove Theorem 3. 
Let g be a generator of Pr = Z,. We have to show that there is a y E 9, with 
r/Z, = g and y” = 1. To do this, we first choose some y E $I$ with rl& = g, which we 
then “improve” stepwise until we have y” = 1. 
1st step. We know (§5) that Pr has exactly one fixed point zo E Z, and acts freely 
on 2,\{zo}. In this first step we show, that we can achieve y” = 1 in a neighborhood of 
the non fixed nonextremal singularities. 
Let z be such a singularity. We have y-” E %f, and since Vi is contractible, there is 
an isotopy in %, between y-” and the identity. In particular, we may implant y-” 
locally at z within an arbitrarily small neighborhood into the identity on Oz, obtaining 
an element Q E Vf with the property that on some neighborhood of the P,-orbit of z 
we have (y 0 Q)" = 1. Proceeding in this fashion simultaneously for all free Pf-orbits of 
nonextremal singularities, we obtain the desired new, improved yl. 
2nd step. Now consider the case where the fixed point 20 is a nonextremal 
singularity. Let n E-M(~) be the translated germ of f at ZO. Then the germ of yl at z. 
defines an element of Y?:, which then must be locally isotopic in 2:. Then y’” = 1 E G,’ 
y’ E G,,+, a maximal compact subgroup of &‘. Then y’” = 1 E G,’ (see 86, p. 122), and 
implanting y’ at zo into yi, we can construct a new element y2 E 9, with ~~12, =g and 
~2” = 1 in a neighborhood of the set X0 of all nonextremal singularities of f. 
3rd step. Starting with ~2, we now improve it to be of order n in some neighbor- 
hood of the l-skeleton X1 of X,. The construction principle is this: Let a be a l-cell in 
X,, and x, $ two elements in %$ which coincide in a neighborhood of the boundary a\a 
of u. Then if A is any neighborhood of Q, there is an element $E %, which outside A 
and on a neighborhood of d\u coincides with 4 and which on a smaller neighborhood 
of a coincides with x. (“Implanting x at a into I,V’). The proof is simply by straight 
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homotopy in the levels, smoothed down with growing If -f(a)/ by an auxiliary 
function as in the 3rd step of 96. 
Since yz” E %, and y2” = 1 in a neighborhood of X0, we may apply this principle to 
. implant ‘y2-” at a into the identity, obtaining some Q E %',. If the implanting is done 
within a sufficiently small neighborhood of a, yz 0 Q E '3, will have the properties 
y20 Q/& = g and (y2 0 Q)" = 1 on some neighborhood of X0 U a U y2a. . . U yz”-‘a. 
Obviously, using sufficiently small neighborhoods, we can do this simultaneously for 
all Pf-orbits of the l-cell set, and thus we arrive at a y3, improved to have order n on a 
neighborhood of X’. 
4th step. We now construct a y4 E 9, with y4& = g and y4” = 1 on a neighborhood 
of X’ and on all those 2-cells which are not invariant under y3. This is in fact the 
easiest step: Choose a 2-cell in each free P,-orbit of the 2-cell set, let Q be given by 
Y3-n on these 2-cells and by the identity elsewhere. Then Q E 9, and y4: = y3 0 Q has 
the required property. 
5th and lust step. It remains to consider D2\Xf and, if the fixed point .zo is an 
extremum, the invariant 2-cell e. As in the 5th step of 06, p. 126, we choose a level 
component S in D2\Xf respectively in e, sufficiently close to X’, and denote by A the 
region in Ot bounded by aD2 and S, respectively by S alone. More specifically, we 
may assume that p\(X, U 8) and e\A is contained in the interior of the set on which 
y4” = 1. Without loss of generality we may assume that f at z. is in standard form 
c + (x2 + y2). 
To construct y5, I will use the following argument: On a closed, connected, 
oriented l-dimensional Riemannian manifold there is a canonical isometric Z.-action, 
namely the one in which each point is moved (l/n) of total length in positive direction 
by the canonical generator of Z,. 
Now on A we choose a new Riemannian metric with the two properties: In a 
neighborhood of S it is y4-invariant, and in a neighborhood of aoZ, resp. .zo, it is the 
usual metric. Then y4/S corresponds to a certain generator m E Z, with respect to the 
canonical isometric action of Z, on S. Now define y5 on each level in A as m E Z,, in 
the canonical isometric action. Then ye and y4 coincide in a neighborhood of S, and y5 
is a rotation near aD2 and z. resp., and of course yr” = 1 on all of A. Thus if we define 
ys: D2 + Oz on the two regions A as just explained and on their complement as y4, we 
have the desired element y5 E 9~~ with y& = g and yr” = 1, 
Q.E.D. 
§S. UNIQUENEss 
We prove Theorem 4. Let f be cyclic and 0, y E 5@ elements of finite order with 
/3l& = y/Z, = : g E Pfi If follows that p and y must be of the same order m, namely of 
that of g (Proposition 2 of 83). We have to find a Q E %f with /3 = QYQ-'. Again we 
follow the same steps as’in 47. 
1st step. Consider the action on & of the group Z, C Pf generated by g. As we 
know, the action has exactly one fixed point z. and is free on Z,\zo. In each free orbit 
in X0 (nonextremal singularities) choose an element z and construct cpl E %, by 
simultaneously implanting the germs of pky-lr in sufficiently small neighborhoods of 
the g’z into the identity 1 E %‘,. (The local isotopies necessary for the implantation 
exist because of the contractibility of V&e,>. Then we have PQ’ = (ply in a neighborhood 
of X”\zo in D*. (See figure on next page.) 
Thus we may as well assume from now on that p and y have the same germ at 
xO\zo. 
2nd step. Now consider the case where z. itself is nonextremal. Let n Em(2) be 
the translated germ of f at zo. Then p and y define germs PO, y. E AT,,+ of order m. If 
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m = 1 there is nothing to prove, but if m # 1, then m = 2 or 3 and /30 and yo generate 
maximal compact subgroups of .9$+, since the symmetry groups of nonextremal 
simple singularities in m(2) are 1, Z2 or Zs (see [7], §8). Hence by the uniqueness 
theorem (2 in 01, [7]), these groups (PO) and (yo) are conjugate by an element 
x E .L6’,,‘. As we know, .,y is isotopic in 9,,+ to some element x0 E G,,+: = (‘yo), and since 
,~(y,Jx-’ = XX~-‘(~O)XOX-‘, we may just as well assume that x is isotopic in TV+ to 1. 
Moreover, I claim that the elements PO and ~0 themselves are conjugate by x. The only 
other possibility would be m = 3 and PO2 = x3/0x-‘. But the branches of the critical level of 
n are invariant under x( = 1) and under &-‘yo, (since /3-i? E %,), and hence also under 
/30-‘xyox-‘, which th erefore cannot be PO f 1. 
Using the isotopy in .9,’ between 1 and x to implant x at z into the identity, we get 
(p2 E %, with BQ* = (p2y in some neighborhood of the O-skeleton X0 of X,, so that for 
the remaining steps we may assume /3 = y on such a neighborhood. 
3rd step. We now look at the l-skeleton X’. In each Z,-orbit of the l-cell set 
choose a l-cell a and use the “principle” of the 3rd step in 07 to implant @‘yek at yka 
into the identity; simultaneously for all k = 0,. . . ,m - 1 and all orbits. Then we obtain 
cp3 E Ce, with /3~~ = (p3y in a neighborhood of the l-skeleton of X+ Hence we loose no 
generality if we assume /3 = y there. 
4th step. On the complement of the noninvariant 2-cells define ~~ to be the 
identity. To define (p4 on the noninvariant 2-cells, choose a 2cell e in each free 
’ Z,-orbit and define ~~ on yke by /3y -‘. Then (p4 E %f and /3~~ = (p4y on the nonin- 
variant 2-cells and on a neighborhood of Xi. 
5th and last step. The problem is reduced already to the case where /3 = y on each 
noninvariant 2-cell and on a neighborhood of X’. If there is an invariant 2-tell e and 
hence the fixed singularity z. is an extremum, we may assume that f locally at zo is in 
standard form c + (x2 + y2) and moreover, applying the local uniqueness theorem (2 in 
[73) as in the second step, we may further assume that the germs &, and yo at zo are 
rotations of order m, without claiming, at the moment, that they coincide. 
On e U D2\Xf (read e = 0 if z. is nonextremal) we now introduce Riemannian 
metrics pa and pr with the following properties: They shall be invariant under @ and y 
respectively, they shall be the usual metric close to ap and ZO, and they shall coincide 
near X’. 
Now consider in the two regions Dz\X, and e\go respectively, maximal flow lines 
al and cz2 of the (usual) gradient of f. Then there is a unique diffeomorphism QS E %$, 
which is the identity on a neighborhood of X1, on all noninvariant 2-cells and on the 
images of czl and q2, and which in D2\Xf and e maps each level metrized by ps with 
constant speed onto the same level metrized by p,.. By our assumptions, cp5 must be a 
rotation not only near c?P but also near zo. 
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Now compare p and QSYQS-‘: Outside some compact subset of e U D2\X, they 
coincide anyway. But on each level in e U D2\Xf they define, with respect to pP, 
isometric, orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of order m, and hence by con- 
tinuity, they must coincide everywhere: p = QSYQ~-‘. 
Q.E.D. 
19. LINEARIZATION 
We now come to the proof of Theorem 5. So let f be cyclic of order n. Let g E 9, 
generate a maximal finite subgroup of 9,, and let the germ of g at the boundary of D2 
be the rotation by 27rln. We have to find a diffeomorphism Q: D2+ D2 with identity 
germ at ap, which linearizes g, i.e. with the property that cpgcp-’ is the rotation by 
2dn on 02. 
As we have already observed (see the proof of Proposition 2 of 43, p. 116), the 
Z.-action defined by g has exactly one fixed point z. and is free on D2\zo. And now 
the rest of the proof has nothing to do with f. 
Clearly, without loss of generality we may assume z. = 0, and implanting a locally 
linearizing map into the identity, we can make the action orthogonal in a neighbor- 
hood of the origin. 
Remark. If M is a manifold diffeomorphic to [0, l] x S’, and a function germ A0 on 
M at 8M is given, regular at JM, with constant value E < 1 and inwardly pointing 
gradient at the on_e boundary component, and constant value I and outwardly pointing 
gradient at the other, then it is easy to find a regular function A : M -+ [E, I] with germ 
ho at JM. 
We apply this remark, for sufficiently small E > 0, to the manifold M: = 
(@\&)/Z,, the orbit space of the annulus D2\d2 with respect to the Z,-action given 
by g, and to the function germ AO given at aM by .z + IzJ’ on D2. (Note that M must be 
a cylinder, since it is a compact oriented surface with two boundary components and 
vanishing Euler characteristic). 
Lifting A: M *[e, l] to D*\&*, we obtain a Z,-invariant function D2+ [0, I], 
regular at 070, which is z +Iz(’ in neighborhoods of 0 and dD*. Let us use the 
following notations: To distinguish the canonical action of Z, C SO(2) on D* from the 
one given by g, let us write D12 and 4* for the two Z,-disks respectively. Let h,: 
D,* + R denote the standard function z + Izj*, and h2: 4* + R the one just defined above 
using A. Let ai: (0, l] +Df\O be the maximal flow lines of the normed gradient 
(grad hi)/(grad hiI* with ai( 1) = (1,0) E D2, and finally, let pI be the usual metric on DI* and 
pz be a Z,-invariant metric on a2 which is the usual metric in neighborhoods of 0 and 
aB2. 
Then there is a unique orientation preserving diffeomorphism Q: Q2+ D12, which 
maps a*(t) onto a,(t) for each t and h2-levels with constant speed onto hi-levels. 
Clearly Q is equivariant and is the identity near dD2 (and a rotation near O), and hence 
has the required properties, 
Q.E.D. 
To prove the corollary stated at the end of 93, let f’ = f 0 Q and let g E Z, C 9, be 
the canonical generator. Then QgQ-’ E 9,, and by the uniqueness theorem, there is a 
I,$ E %‘, such that $QgQ-‘$-’ E Z.. Look at the differentials at the fixed point: Since 4~ 
is orientation preserving we see that $QgQ-‘$-I must be in fact g itself, and not 
another generator of Z,. Thus $Q is equivariant and ~I,!JQ = f~ = f’, 
Q.E.D. 
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810. CLASSIFICATION OF f-FAMILIES 
Now let again (see 0 1) $&, C 9 be the groups of diffeomorphisms of 02 which are 
the identity or a rotation respectively in a neighborhood of ati. In 03, we defined 
what differentiability of a map cp: M+ 9 means. Similarly, if G C 9 is a subgroup, a 
map ~0: M + 9/G is called differentiable, if M can be covered by open sets U on 
which cp is given by differentiable maps cpu : U -a 9. 
Let us agree explicitly, that group quotients A/B shall denote the set of left 
cosets aB, and that 9 shall act on C”(P) from the left by cpf: = f 0 cp-I. Then we have 
the canonical orbit map 919, + C”(D), (~f*f 0 cp-‘, which defines a family of func- 
tions on D* over S/9$. 
Definition. Let f be cyclic (resp. rigid) and M a differentiable manifold with 
boundary. If Q: M + 9/gf (resp. %/9,) is a differentiable map, then the family F,: 
M x D*+R of functions on D* over M, given by the composition 
shall be called an f-family over M. 
Definition. An f-family H over M x [0, 11, which over JM x [0, l] is constant (i.e. 
does not depend on t E [0, 11) shall be called an isotopy between the f-families Ho and 
H,. 
Definition. An f-family F over a manifold M without boundary shall be called 
universal, if for each manifold X with boundary, differentiable map JI: 8X --) M and 
f-family G over X extending the induced family $*F over 8X, there is an extension 
V: X * M of $ such that G and 9*F are isotopic. 
Note that for a universal f-family over M the canonical map [X, Ml,, + 8(X, f)$ is 
bijectiue, where [X, M], denotes the set of differentiable homotopy classes with all 
homotopies constantly $ on ax, and 8(X,& denotes the set of isotopy classes of 
f-families over X extending +*f. (T’o see the injectivity, apply the universal property 
to the bounded manifold X x [0, 11). In particular, if X is a manifold without 
boundary, then [X, M] + 3(X, f) is bijective. 
The notion of an f-family of course only depends on the class of f: If LY E 9 (resp. 
‘&), and F is an f-family, given by M --) 9/G&, then it is also an cuf-family, given by the 
composition 
And clearly, if F is universal as an f-family, then also as crf-family. Therefore, by the 
linearization theorem, when we construct universal f-families for cyclic functions, it 
suffices to consider the “linearized” ones, or in a more precise terminology: 
Definition. A function f cyclic of order n shall be called orthogonally symmetric, if 
it is invariant under Z, C SG(2). 
THEOREM 6: If f is rigid, then the trivial f-family f: pt x @+R over one point is 
universal. If f is cyclic of order n and orthogonally symmetric, then the f-family F over 
S’IZ,, given by F(gZ., z): = f(g-‘z) (or, what is the same, by the canonical map 
S/Z,, + 9/$& induced from S’ C 9 and Z, C a,), is universal. 
Proof. So let X be a manifold with boundary, 4: 8X + S’IZ, (resp. pt), and G an 
f-family over X extending $*F. Let G be given by the differentiable map I’: X + S/9, 
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(resp. %/ka,), which must be an extension of the composition ,3X L S/Z, + 9/5+ 
(resp. of the constant map 8X-, 1.9, E S&/9,). 
Then we have to find a certain map * (see definition of universality), and since the 
requirements about 9 remain the same if replace G by an isotopic G’, we may as well 
assume that G is “constant on a collar”, by which I mean that there is a collar K: 
dX x [0, E)+X of X such that K,~G does not depend on the variable in [0, E). 
I will divide the proof of the theorem into two parts: 
(1): We will show, that r can be lifted to a differentiable map r’, such that the 
diagrams 








X - 9mf x - 
I- 
r 
commute. For this part of the proof we will use the contractibility of %$. 
(2): Then we show that any differentiable map HO: X-,9/Z, (resp. go) which 
maps aX into S/Z, (resp. 1) (in particular a) can be extended to a differentiable 
homotopy H: X X [0, l] + 9/Z,, (resp. 90) which is constant on JX and such that H, 
maps X into S’IZ. (resp. 1). This will follow from the contractibility of go. 
Clearly then, q: = HI: X+M extends I,& and H itself defines an isotopy between 
G and ‘P*F, and hence with (1) and (2) the theorem will be proved. 
Pm-f (1). By our assumption about G, we have a canonical lifting on a collar, and in 
the interior of X, where we haven’t to care about boundary conditions, we can always 
lift r locally, even to 9 (in the cyclic case). To patch the local liftings of a suitable 
covering of X together, we use the following Mayer-Vietoris kind of argument: 
Let A c X be a closed subset with 8X C A, and let ri be a lifting of r in an open 
neighborhood U of A (induction hypothesis, with the lifting on the collar as start of 
the induction). Let B be another closed subset of X, with B II aX = 0, and V C X\aX 
an open neighborhood of B, on which there is a lifting ri even to 9 (in the cyclic 
case) itself: 
(Think of B as of a sufficiently small embedded disk in X\aX). Then I claim that there 
is a lifting r-A,, on a neighborhood of A U B, which on A coincides with r;. 
To see this, one compares r:, and ri on U fl V, and one finds that there is a unique 
differentiable map co: U n V+ qf, which transforms I’; into FL, in the sense that 
r2mom E h-w. =) up) 
for all p E U fl V. 
Now choose a Cm-function p: X +(O, l] with pJ A = 0 and plX\U = 1 and let r be a 
regular value of it, 0 c r < 1. Then Y: = V n p-‘([r, 11) is a manifold with boundary 
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and &,)aY: aY + %, a differentiable map. Now we apply the contractibility theorem 
for (e, and extend &‘oJaY to a differentiable map Y + qfe,. After adjusting this map 
suitably on a collar of Y, we may in fact suppose that together with &, on V\Y it 
defines a differentiable map 5: V+ %‘,. If we then put 
UP) for P (5 P-‘([O, r)) 
~Lr(P): = r;l(P)5@)Z, for P E V 
(resp. I’&p)5(p), in the rigid case), 
then I’iUrc is the desired lifting of I in the neighborhood p-‘([O, r)) U V of A U B. 
Thus, by induction on a suitable covering {Bi}i=I of X\aX by embedded disks, we 
can use this construction fo find a global lifting r’ of I, and hence we have completed 
part (1) of the proof. 
Part (2). Now let Ho: X+9/Z, (resp. 9&J with &(8X) C S/Z,, (resp. (1)) be 
given. The inclusion S’ C 9 defines a splitting of the cangnical exact sequence 
1 + L&,+ 9 + S1 + 1, which gives us a canonical bijection 9 __* g0 X S’, and in turn 
9lZ, - $&, x S1/ZN, which maps S’IZ, canonically onto 1 x S/Z.. With respect to 
this, a differentiable map into 9/Z. is a pair of differentiable maps into 5% and S/Z,. 
Thus part (2) of our proof reduces in both, the rigid and the cyclic case, to the 
problem to extend a differentiable map ho: X + 91~ which is 1 on the boundary, to a 
differentiable homotopy h: X X [0, l] + go, constant 1 on 8X X [0, l] U X X 1. But that 
this can be done follows from Smale’s result about the contractibility of the space, 
called $J by Smale, of diffeomorphisms of the unit square which are the identity in 
some neighborhood of the boundary. (See Theorem 4 on p. 624 in [ll]. One only has 
to check, that the differentiability assertion (a) of this theorem remains true with 
respect to an extra parameter p E X, on which f may depend differentiably. But this 
follows directly from Smale’s construction). 
Thus Theorem 6 is true. 
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